House Events
Thursday, Sept 20, 5:30-7pm: Community Night only
Thursday, Oct 4, 8:00pm: Stein Club
Saturday, Oct 6, 12:00pm: All House BBQ

Boston Sports
Away vs. Yankees (NESN)
Sunday, Oct. 7, 4:25pm
Home vs. Denver (CBS)
Preseason starts Oct. 13 vs. Knicks

Fashion and the Election
One of our Hare Today writers asked average Leverett students cutting-edge questions about the presidential election and fall fashion. These are their anonymous answers...

Who is more “in” right now—Obama or Romney?
“Has to be Obama. Beyonce hosted a dinner for him.”
“Romney. Being poor is totally last season.”
“Obama. Black is the new white.”
“Obama. It’s a lot more attractive when you don’t have your foot in your mouth.”

Which candidate would you rather carry as a handbag, or wear as a scarf?
“Obama as a scarf, Romney as a handbag. So then I could throw stuff in him.”
“Aesthetically, Romney is far more pleasing. But I’d rather be seen wearing an Obama scarf.”
“This question seems really dehumanizing.”
“Obama. I think he would look better on me. And you shouldn’t wear white after Labor Day.”
“Romney as a handbag, because he would be more expensive. Like vintage Marc Jacobs.”
“Wow, people have been answering this?”

Mystery Movie Quote
“What do tigers dream of when they take their little tiger snooze?”

Last week’s quote was from The Dark Knight Rises.

Pointless Joke
Q: What is pink and fluffy?
A: Pink fluff.
Q: What is blue and fluffy?
A: Pink fluff holding it’s breath.
**Dhall Recipes**

Jody Heck’s "Buffalo Chicken Wrap"

**Ingredients:**
- grilled chicken
tortilla
- hot sauce
- ranch dressing
- lettuce
- tomato

1. Order grilled chicken from the grill.
2. Slice chicken and put in the center of a wheat tortilla.
3. Add hot sauce, ranch dressing, lettuce, and tomato.
4. Wrap it up and enjoy!

Submit your go-to noms to leveretharetoday@gmail.com
(or just make them conspicuously in the dhall 😊)

---

**Upcoming Games:**

**Monday, Oct. 1, 7pm:**
Ultimate Frisbee v. Pfoho

**Tuesday, Oct. 2, 8pm:**
Volleyball v. Pfoho

**Tuesday, Oct. 2, 9:30pm:**
Soccer v. Lowell 2

DO IMs!!!

---

**Why are bugs attracted to light?**

Depends on the bug. Moths use the angle of moonlight to fly straight. A nearby light bulb will give a stronger signal in one eye than the other; the moth will beat one wing faster to straighten out in relation to the light, and end up spiraling closer to it. Fireflies think it’s other fireflies. Other bugs are normally attracted to heat or flowers’ UV emissions. New hypothesis: they’re conducting electricity research.